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| - Any -

Field of Interest
- Any -

**SAREETA AMRUTE [1]**
Associate Professor

amrutes@uw.edu [2], Denny Hall, M238

History [3], Race and Ethnicity [4], Science and Technology [5], Sociocultural Anthropology [6], South Asian [7]

**ANN S. ANAGNOST [8]**
Professor

anagnost@uw.edu [9], Denny Hall, M246

Ethnography [10], Popular Culture [11], Sociocultural Anthropology [6]

**HOLLY M. BARKER [12]**
Teaching Professor

hmbacker@uw.edu [13]

critical sport studies [14], Indigenous Methodologies [15], museum decolonization [16], Nuclear weapons [17], Oceania [18], Sociocultural Anthropology [6]

**LAADA BILANIUK [19]**
Professor

bilaniuk@uw.edu [20], Denny Hall, M244

East European [21], Ethnography [10], Identity [22], Language [23], Nationalism [24], Popular Culture [11], Race and Ethnicity [4], Socialism and Post-Socialism [25], Sociocultural Anthropology [6], Ukraine [26]
RACHEL R. CHAPMAN [27]
Associate Professor
rrc4@uw.edu, Denny Hall, 236
activism [29], African American [30], Black feminism [31], Decolonization [32], embodiment [33], Ethnography [10], Health Disparities [34], Medical Anthropology [35], Performance Studies [36], Political Economy [37], Race and Ethnicity [4], Reproduction [38], Social Justice [39], Sociocultural Anthropology [6], transformative justice [40]

HEATHER D. CLARK [41]
Instructor, Rainier Scholars and UW Lecturer
hdc2@uw.edu
Disability [43], Identity [22], Language [23], Sociocultural Anthropology [6]

SAM B. DUBAL [44]
Assistant Professor
sdubal@uw.edu, DEN M-230
Office Hours: By appointment
African [46], Decolonization [32], Global Health [47], Health Disparities [34], Medical Anthropology [35], Political Economy [37], Postcolonial [48], Race and Ethnicity [4], Soccer [49], Social Justice [39], Sociocultural Anthropology [6], South Asia [50], Sports [51], The Human [52], Violence and Trauma [53]

ANDREA E. DUNCAN [54]
Lecturer
andid@uw.edu, Denny Hall, 137
Animal Studies [56], Behavioral Ecology [57], Biological Anthropology [58], Evolution [59], Health [60], Human Disease Ecology [61], Human Paleontology [62], Medicine [63], Nonhuman Primates [64], Osteology [65]

BETTINA SHELL DUNCAN [66]
Professor
bsd@uw.edu, Denny Hall, M230
Biological Anthropology [58], Children [68], Feminism and Feminist Theory [69], Global Health [47], Health [60], Medical Anthropology [35]

DAN T. A. EISENBERG [70]
Associate Professor
dtae@uw.edu [71], Denny Hall 138
Aging [72], Biological Anthropology [58], Biology [73], Evolution [59], Global Health [47], Medical Anthropology [35], Public Health [74], Quantitative Methods [75], Research Methods [76], Statistics [77]

JAMES K. FEATHERS [78]
Research Associate Professor
jimf@uw.edu [79], (206) 685-1659, Raitt Hall, 125
Archaeology [80], Ceramic Analysis [81], Dating [82], North American [83]

ELEN FEUERRIEGEL [84]
Research Associate
efeuer@uw.edu [85]
Archaeology [80], Biological Anthropology [58], Biology [73], Biomechanics [86], Evolution [59], Functional Morphology [87], Human Evolution [88], Human Paleontology [62], Nonhuman Primates [64], Systematics [89], Taxonomy [90]

BEN FITZHUGH [91]
Professor
fitzhugh@uw.edu [92], (206) 543-9604, Denny Hall, 242
Archaeology [80], Arctic archaeology [93], Behavioral Ecology [57], Climate Change [94], Demography [95], Ecology [96], Environment [97], Human Ecology [98], Indigenous Archaeology [99], Subarctic archaeology [100]

SARA L. GONZALEZ [101]
Associate Professor
gonzalsa@uw.edu [102], (206) 543-9603, Denny Hall, M241
**STEVEN M. GOODREAU** [103]
Professor
goodreau@uw.edu [104], (206) 685-3870, Denny Hall, M236
Biological Anthropology [58], Computational Methods [105], Demography [95], Health Disparities [34], HIV [106], Human Disease Ecology [61], Medical Anthropology [35], Public Health [74], Sexuality [107], Statistics [77]

**RADHIKA GOVINDRAJAN** [108]
Associate Professor
govind@uw.edu [109], Denny Hall, 142
Animal Studies [56], Environment [97], Postcolonial [48], Religion [110], Sociocultural Anthropology [6], South Asian [7], Storytelling [111]

**JENNA GRANT** [112]
Assistant Professor
grantom@uw.edu [113], Denny Hall, 136
Ethnography [10], Feminism and Feminist Theory [69], Global Health [47], Medical Anthropology [35], Science and Technology [5], Sociocultural Anthropology [6], Southeast Asian [114], Visual Culture [115]

**SVEN D. HAAKANSON** [116]
Associate Professor
svenh@uw.edu [117], Denny Hall, M233
Archaeology [80], Indigenous Archaeology [99], Museum Studies/Museology [118], Politics of Representation [119], Sociocultural Anthropology [6]

**ALEX HILL** [120]
Assistant Teaching Professor
akhill@uw.edu [121], Denny Hall, 145
Behavioral Ecology [57], Biological Anthropology [58], Evolutionary Psychology [122], Nonhuman Primates
[64], Sexual Selection, [123], Sexuality [107]

[124]

DARRYL HOLMAN [124]
Associate Professor
djholman@uw.edu, (206) 543-7586, Denny Hall, M237
Biological Anthropology [58], Demography [95], Evolution [59], Fertility [126], Field Research Methods [127], Population [128], Quantitative Methods [75], Reproduction [38], Reproductive ecology [129], Statistics [77]

[130]

PATRICIA A. KRAMER [130]
Professor and Chair
pakramer@uw.edu, (206) 616-2449, Denny Hall 356
Biological Anthropology [58], Evolution [59], Human Paleontology [62], Nonhuman Primates [64], Quantitative Methods [75]

[132]

PETER V. LAPE [132]
Professor
plape@uw.edu, (206) 685-9364, Denny Hall, 129
Office Hours: By appointment
Agriculture [134], Archaeology [80], Climate Change [94], Community Archaeology [135], Historical Archaeology [136], island seascapes [137], Landscape Archaeology [138], Material Culture [139], Museum Studies/Museology [118], Religion [110], Southeast Asian [114], trade networks [140]

[141]

MARCOS LLOBERA [141]
Associate Professor
mllobera@uw.edu, Denny Hall, M242
Archaeology [80], Computational Methods [105], Geographic Information Systems [143], Landscape Archaeology [138]

[144]

CELIA LOWE [144]
Professor
lowe@uw.edu
Indonesia, Multispecies Ethnography, Science and Technology, Sociocultural Anthropology, Southeast Asian

MELANIE MARTIN
Assistant Professor
martinm7@uw.edu, 206-616-7701, DEN 144

BEN MARWICK
Associate Professor
bmarwick@uw.edu, (206) 543-6825, Denny Hall, 230
Archaeology, Behavioral Ecology, Data science, Ecology, Evolution, Geoarchaeology, Lithic Analysis, Oceanic, Popular Culture, Quantitative Methods, Reproducible research, Southeast Asian

DEVON G. PEÑA
Professor
dpena@uw.edu, (206) 228-4876, Denny Hall, 130
Agriculture, Environment, Sociocultural Anthropology

JAMES T. PFEIFFER
Professor
jamespf@uw.edu
Global Health, Medical Anthropology, Sociocultural Anthropology

RAPHAËLLE RABANES
Assistant Professor
rabanes@uw.edu, DEN 133
Office Hours: Thursdays, 12:45 to 2:45pm (PST) on Zoom. Email to reserve time-slot or if this time doesn't work for you.

[African American][30], Black Studies [167], Caribbean Studies [168], Decolonization [32], Disability [43], embodiment [33], Ethnography [10], Health Disparities [34], History and Memory [169], Medical Anthropology [35], Postcolonial [48], Qualitative Methods [170], Race and Ethnicity [4], Social Justice [39], Sociocultural Anthropology [6]

**JULIE K. STEIN** [171]
Professor
jkstein@uw.edu [172]
Archaeology [80], Geoarchaeology [157], Museum Studies/Museology [118]

**MARIEKE VAN EIJK** [173]
Assistant Teaching Professor
mariev2@uw.edu [174] , (206) 543-3974 , Denny Hall, M228
Feminism and Feminist Theory [69], Global Health [47], Health [60], Institutions [175], Medical Anthropology [35], Queer Studies [176], Sexuality [107], Sociocultural Anthropology [6]

**EMERITI FACULTY**

**ANGELA E. CLOSE** [177]
Emerita Professor
aeclose@uw.edu [178]
African [46], Archaeology [80], Lithic Analysis [158]

**GERALD G. ECK** [179]
Emeritus Associate Professor
ggeck@uw.edu [180]
African [46], Biological Anthropology [58], Human Paleontology [62], Research Methods [76]

**DONALD K. GRAYSON** [181]
Emeritus Professor
grayson@uw.edu [182]
(206) 543-5587
Denny Hall, 146
Archaeology [80], Human Paleontology [62], North American [83], Zooarchaeology [183]

JAMES W. GREEN [184]
Emeritus Senior Lecturer
jwgreen@uw.edu [185]
Global Health [47], Religion [110], Sociocultural Anthropology [6], Visual Anthropology [186]

STEVAN HARRELL [187]
Emeritus Professor
stevehar@uw.edu [188]
Culture [189], Demography [95], Ecology [96], Environment [97], Material Culture [139], Race and Ethnicity [4], Sociocultural Anthropology [6]

EUGENE S. HUNN [190]
Emeritus Professor
enhunn323@comcast.net [191]
707-981-7301
American Indian/Native American [192], Ecology [96], Environment [97], Human Ecology [98], Human Rights [193], Indigenous [194], Landscape [195], Language [23], Pacific Northwest [196], Sociocultural Anthropology [6]

CAROL ZANE JOLLES [197]
Emerita Research Associate Professor
cjolles@uw.edu [198]
American Indian/Native American [192], Culture [189], North American [83], Sociocultural Anthropology [6]

MIRIAM KAHN [199]
Emerita Professor
mkahn@u.washington.edu [200]
Cultural Anthropology [201], Ethnography [10], Space/Place [202]

CHARLES F. KEYES [203]
Emeritus Professor
keyes@uw.edu [204]
Political Economy [37], Religion [110], Sociocultural Anthropology [6], Southeast Asian [114]

DONNA L. LEONETTI [205]
Emerita Professor
leonetti@uw.edu [206]
Asian American [207], Biological Anthropology [58], Children [68], Demography [95], Ecology [96], Fertility [126]

JAMES D. NASON [208]
Emeritus Professor
jnason@uw.edu [209]
American Indian/Native American [192], Culture [189], Material Culture [139], Museum Studies/Museology [118], North American [83], Sociocultural Anthropology [6]

LAURA NEWELL [210]
Emerita Professor
lnm@uw.edu [211]
Biological Anthropology [58], Disease [212], Nonhuman Primates [64]

KATHLEEN O'CONNOR [213]
Emerita Professor
oconnork@uw.edu [214]
Biological Anthropology [58], Biology [73], Ecology [96], Global Health [47], Health [60], Medical Anthropology [35], Reproduction [38]
SIMON OTTENBERG [215]
Emeritus Professor
otten@uw.edu [216]
American Indian/Native American [192], Culture [189], Material Culture [139], Museum Studies/Museology [118], North American [83], Sociocultural Anthropology [6]

LORNA A. RHODES [217]
Emerita Professor
lrhodes@uw.edu [218]
Culture [189], North American [83], Religion [110], Sociocultural Anthropology [6], South Asian [7]

ERIC A. SMITH [219]
Emeritus Professor
easmith@uw.edu [220]
Biological Anthropology [58], Demography [95], Ecology [96]

DAVID H. SPAIN [221]
Emeritus Professor
dspain@uw.edu [222]
African [46], History [3], Social Change [223], Sociocultural Anthropology [6]
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